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1. BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES 

Slope spectrum, a more integrated terrain index which is not only simple and easy to extract, but also well 

capable to show the terrain feature as well as the development of the loess landform are proposed (Tang, 

2003, 2008). Previous research in the Loess Plateau indicated a strong relationship between the slope 

spectrum and the loess landform types. A continuous change of slope spectrum from south to north in 

northern Shaanxi Loess Plateau shows an obvious spatial distribution of different loess landforms. 

However, if there existing a bound relationship between the time series of the slope spectrum and loess 

landform evolution? Does the slope spectrum potentially reflect the loess landform evolution? It is 

impossible to observe any long term evolution of any kind of loess landform and is difficult to give a 

convincible explanation because of endless evolution of loess landform. So a series of carefully-designed 

experiments were tested based on a simulated loess watershed which was designed by Cui et al (2002) in 

Artificial Rainfall Simulation Laboratory of the Institute of Soil and Water Conservation, Chinese 

Academy of Science. Purpose of this research is to probe the slope spectrums in different evolution stage 

of the simulated watershed. 

To create a lab-based suitable simulated watershed in which the loess material and surface relief could 

correctly represent the true loess surface, a series of statistic analysis based on real loess surface and pre-

experiments are carried out as a reference. Meanwhile, previous researches and many experts’ experiential 

suggestions are considered. Simulated watershed developed with the force of artificial rainfall. The rain 

strength, duration and term in the experiment will be adjusted as much similar as the true rainfall of loess 

region. Close-range photogrammetry is applied at the stage of normal rainfall experiment. The interval 

between the neighboring two shoots is approximately a week and 2 to 5 times rainfalls were applied during 

the same time. 9 shoots are conducted in normal rainfall experiment. 

2. DATA AND METHODS 

High resolution digital elevation models (DEM) of different evolution stage of the simulated watershed are 

basic data sets of this research. As it said, all the DEMs are gained through the way of close-range 

photogrammetry. According to test planning, 9-stage DEMs were generated. A series of hillshade maps 

show gradually evolution of simulated watershed driving by artificial rainfall (Fig. 1). 

Erosion amount can be calculated through subtraction of two close stages DEMs (table 1). Based on these 

DEMs, streams are extracted then the gully density of each stage can be calculated (table 3). At the same 

time, slope models in different stages are derived from the DEMs, and then the slope spectrum of each 

stage is established as the way designed by Tang and Li (2008).  

 



 

 
Based on previous research, three factors are proposed to quantize the slope spectrum from different points 

of view，and five landscape indices are applied to quantize the slope-landscape TUPU (table 2). 

            Table 2 Algorithms for the calculation of slope spectrum indices 



 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Figure 2 shows the temporal distribution of slope spectrum in different stage. Combined the research of 

Cui (2002), we can easily comprehend the meaning of it. Through long term carefully and thoroughly 

observation and analysis, Cui (2002) found that the average sediment transport ratio in every rainfall stage 

showed pretty obvious temporal distribution during the process of simulated watershed evolution. That is 

why he divided the simulated watershed evolution into three periods of time, i.e. early developing period 

(from the 1
st
 rainfall to the 5

th
 rainfall, with DEM stage 1-2), active developing period (from the 6

th
 rainfall 

to the l8
th
 rainfall, with DEM stage 3-6) and stable developing period (from the 19

th
 rainfall to the 25

th
 

rainfall, with DEM stage 7-9). Erosion type of the watershed mainly showed surface erosion and gully 

headward erosion accompanied little gravitational erosion in hillslope area and accumulation in the 

channel. In early developing period, the sheet flow erosion is dominant, along with randomly downcutting 

in some gully bottom area; slope spectrums in this period present the frequency of low slope gradient 

rapidly decreasing as the frequency of high slope gradient increasing. In active developing period, 

downcutting in main branch gully is the most active, the gully bed gradually changes more undulate and 

many scarp are developing, meanwhile, an acceleration of gully headward erosion make quickly retreat of 

gully shoulder line; slope spectrums in this period present the frequency of low slope gradient gradually 

decreasing as the frequency of high slope gradient increasing equably. In stable developing period, gully 

headward erosion still is dominant, but the retreat of gully shoulder line obviously slow down, and 

gravitational erosion emerges in hillslope area accompanied local accumulation in some gully bottom area; 

slope spectrums in this period present the frequency of low slope gradient showing irregularly decreasing 

and increasing, meanwhile the frequency of high slope gradient maintaining increasing companied the 
emerging of second peak value, slope spectrums in this period also change from unimodal distribution into 

bimodal distribution. 



Table 3 shows that in different stage of the simulated watershed, quantitative indices of slope spectrum 

maintaining continually changing. Mean slope, slope spectrum information entropy and terrain driving 

force keep increasing following the evolution of the simulated watershed, while skewness shows opposite 

changing. But there is one thing in common, i.e. all the indices keep changing actively in the periods of 

early developing period and active developing period, but slowly in stable developing period. 

 
Gully density is an overall comprehensive geomorphologic index, which can not only reveal degree of soil 

erosion, but also stage of landform evolution (Zhang et al, 1998; Lu et al, 2002). Gully densities of the 

simulated watershed are calculated respectively based on the DEMs (table 1). Correlation analysis of gully 

density and H, Td show positive correlation between them: gully density increase as H, Td increase 

(Figure 3-a、3-b). Integrated previous discussing, we think that in early developing period, gully density is 

small, so are the H and Td; in active developing period following the strengthening of soil erosion, terrain 

relief become more stronger, especially in gully-hill region, gully density is big, so are the H and Td. On 

the contrary, relations of S and gully density show negative correlation (Figure 2-c). It indicates that 

following the evolution of loess landform, slope distribution is more close to normal distribution, and the 

soil erosion intensifies gradually. Hence, it is toward of quantitatively depicting laws of landform 

evolution through slope spectrum based on detail research of slope spectrum, gully density and soil 

erosion. 

Variation of H and Td show quadratic function relationship with erosion amount (Figure 3-d、3-e). Which 

indicates in the process of simulated watershed evolution, the more intensive the rainfall erosion is, the 

more changefully the slope spectrum will be. 



 
Figure 3 Scattergrams of quantitative indices of slope spectrum against gully density and erosion amount 

Table 4 shows slope-landscape indices’ structure of different loess landform at landscape lever. According 

it, the five indices show different changing ways and can be classified in two groups. One group includes 

PAFRAC and IJI，they keep decreasing following the evolution of the simulated watershed. The other 

group includes AREA_MN, CONTAG and CONHESION, they keep increasing following the evolution of 
the simulated watershed. The PAFRAC and IJI in early period are smaller than that in later period, whilst 

the AREA_MN, CONTAG and CONENSION in early period are bigger than that in later period. This 



suggests that, in the early period of simulated watershed, fragmentation of the patches of slope class is 

small, the patches distribute connectively, and the patch shape is regular than that in later period. 

The loess surface in early period terrain are smooth relief, so the AREA_MN now is large than that in later 

stage. This also suggests that, in early period fragmentation of slope class patches is big, the patches 

distribute connectively, and the patch shape is regular than that in later stage. Actually, PAFRAC in 

different stages show little difference (change from 1.314-1.576), which indicates comparability of the 

patches shape in general.  

 
4. CONCLUSION 

With the technology development of geomorphological experiment simulated, DEM data availability and 

GIS-assisted processing of DEM data, it became more and more easy to establish a loess watershed which 

the loess material and surface relief could correctly represent the true loess surface. And this offers us a 

better platform to investigate the micro processing of loess landform evolution driving by rainfall. It also 

makes it reality for validating some geographical phenomena in controllable period. 

A series of carefully designed test with the loess simulated watershed proved that time series of slope 

spectrum show obvious temporal distribution following the evolution of the loess simulated watershed. 

Compared with the spatial distribution of slope spectrum in the Loess Plateau (Li, 2007), we could make 

the conclusion that both the spatial series and time series of slope spectrum show obvious spatial or 

temporal distribution. Following the loess landform changing from loess Yuan to loess ridge then to loess 

hill (or the gradually evolution of the simulated watershed) all the quantitative indices of slope spectrum 

show similar change rule. 

So the slope spectrum is potentially capable of delineating the spatial or temporal distribution of loess 

landform. A continuous change of slope spectrum shows a strong relationship between slope spectrum and 

loess landform. Our research also suggests a relation between digital terrain analysis and landscape 

ecology. It will be beneficial to complete quantitatively research of loess landform, and to extend 

application of DEM and complete methodology of digital terrain analysis in the Loess Plateau. 
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